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SAFETY DEVICE FOR WEAPONS AND 
METHOD FOR SECURING WEAPONS 
PROVIDED WITH A SAFETY DEVICE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

The present application is a 371 of and claims priority of 
International patent application Serial No. PCT/EP2003/ 
013100, ?led Nov. 21, 2003, and published in English the 
content of Which is hereby incorporated by reference in its 
entirety. 

The present invention relates generally to Weapons includ 
ing a safety device for preventing ?ring of the Weapon by an 
unauthorized user. 

First of all Weapons are used in various ?elds, e.g., in the 
police service, the security service, the military service, in 
ri?emen’s associations, hunters associations and in the pri 
vate ?eld. 

In commonly knoWn Weapons usually each person can ?re 
a Weapon by simply releasing the safety of the Weapon. Thus 
it is not possible to prevent ?ring of the Weapon by persons 
Which are not alloWed thereto. 

HoWever, several attempts have been made in the prior art 
to prevent that a Weapon can be ?red by an unauthorized user. 

In US. Pat. No. 5,459,957 a security and safety mechanism 
is disclosed for a ?rearm including a disabling unit that inter 
acts With a ?rearm grip safety in order to enable/disable the 
?rearm. The ?rearm Will remain in a disabled state unless 
veri?cation means determines that a ?rearm user is an autho 

rized ?rearm user. The security and safety mechanism utilizes 
voice recognition technology Wherein a user utters a PIN 
Code into a microphone of the Weapon creating a signal 
Which is processed by a CPU and compared to a previously 
stored signal in a system memory of the Weapon. If the signal 
is veri?ed as the correct PIN and the correct voice a solenoid 
is activated to rotate a blocking lever out of the path of a grip 
safety thereby rendering the Weapon ready to ?re. 

This system has the disadvantage that the voice recognition 
cannot reliably recognize the voice of an authorised user eg 
when the user is ill (for example has a cold) or is in a hectic or 
nervous mental condition or due to loud background noise. 
All those circumstances can have a very negative in?uence on 
the voice pattern of a user. Furthermore, the microphone can 
be easily damaged or get dirty so that the recording of the 
voice can be irritated and thus the Weapon does not permit 
?ring although the user is authorized. 

In EP 0 912 871 B1 a device for securing a ?rearm is 
disclosed Which comprises a locking mechanism and an iden 
ti?cation system for Wirelessly exchanging a non-changeable 
identi?cation code. A transmitter and/ or receiver unit is 
assigned to an authorized user and another is assigned to the 
identi?cation system. The locking mechanism can be de 
activated by the identi?cation system at a distance or in a 
distance range of 0 to 1000 mm betWeen the transmitter 
and/ or receiver units of the authorized user and the identi? 
cation system When their identi?cation codes match. 

The device has the disadvantage that the transmitter and/ or 
receiver units are in a kind of stand by position Wherein a 
signal is transmitted and can be received and further pro 
cessed as soon as the transmitter and/or receiver units of the 
authorized user and the identi?cation system have reached a 
certain distance betWeen each other. Thus the device has a 
signi?cant high energy consumption. 

In W0 00/ 65291 a ?re Weapon control system is disclosed 
including safety means for preventing ?ring of the Weapon by 
an unauthorized user. The system comprises a Weapon having 
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2 
a Weapon control means including a reader Which is lodged in 
a holloW part of the Weapon handle. Said reader comprises a 
transceiver composed of a signal transmitter means and signal 
receiver means. The output of the receiver means is used to 
control the position of the safety means. The system further 
comprises a user identi?cation element such as a ring or 
bracelet Which is Worn by a user of the Weapon. Said element 
has a transponder Which is adapted to receive a signal from the 
transmitter means and to generate a transponder signal back 
to the Weapon. The receiver means in the Weapon have rec 
ognition means responsive to at least one coded identi?cation 
carried by the transponder signal and means for generating an 
output signal to operate the safety means for release of the 
safety means to the armed position. Furthermore, the hand 
gun control system comprises a sWitch for connecting a 
poWer supply to electric circuits of said control means When 
the user holds the handle of the handgun or When the pres sure 
is applied to the trigger. 
The object of the present invention is therefore to provide 

an improved safety device for Weapons. 
This object is achieved by the features of the independent 

claims. 
The invention has the advantage that the safety means is 

necessarily activated by a hand of the user When the hand is 
holding the grip of the Weapon. When activated, the safety 
means emits a Wireless request signal. Since the safety means 
emits said request signal only When being activated the 
energy consumption can be reduced since it is not necessary 
that the safety means is held in a stand by position. Further 
more, the safety of the Weapon cannot be released before the 
safety means are activated by a hand of the user When the hand 
is holding the grip of the Weapon. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention a transponder 
comprises a further sWitch for activating the transponder for a 
given period of time for emitting the authenticating signal. 
This has the advantage that the transponder can also be acti 
vated by a user and is only then, Within a given period of time, 
able to send the authenticating signal. In the preferred 
embodiment the transponder further comprises a biometric 
sensor, preferably a ?ngerprint sensor, for identifying an 
authorized user before activating the transponder for a given 
period of time for emitting the authenticating signal. This 
prevents a miss-use of a Weapon and the respective safety 
device in case a non-authorized user is in the possession of the 
Weapon With the safety device and the respective transponder. 
More preferably a safety disconnector is provided, prefer 

ably at the transponder, Which is adapted to de-activate the 
transponder and/ or the safety means in situations in Which a 
non-authorised user Wants to use the transponder or the 
Weapon. This is particularly useful in case the Weapon is in the 
hand of a non-authorised user but Within the range of activity 
of the transponder. In this case the safety disconnector eg at 
the transponder can be used to de-activate the safety means of 
the Weapon so that the non-authorised user cannot ?re the 
Weapon. 
The invention Will noW be described With reference to the 

?gures in Which 
FIG. 1 shoWs one embodiment of the invention Wherein the 

safety means is activated by a hand of the user When the user 
is holding the grip of the Weapon, and 

FIG. 2 shoWs a Weapon and a transponder according to the 
safety device of the invention. 

In an embodiment of the Weapon 1 according to the inven 
tion, as shoWn in FIG. 1, a safety means is disclosed Which 
comprises a sWitch 3 Which is situated to be essentially acti 
vated by the users eminences of hand close to the thumb 
(Musculus abductor pollicis brevis). In other Words, When the 
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user takes the grip of the Weapon in his hand he actuates the 
switch automatically With his eminences of hand Without the 
necessity to additionally encompass With his hand. The 
sWitch corresponds With the symmetry of the hand. 

In some Weapons of the state of the art said sWitch has the 
function to prevent an unintentional release of the protection 
of the Weapon, since said sWitch has to be actuated before the 
Weapon can be ?red. In other Words, the sWitch releases the 
protection of the Weapon When actuated. Thus the Weapon 
cannot ?re unintentionally eg when being dropped. 

According to the present invention said sWitch 3 is prefer 
ably integrated into the safety means 2. This has the advan 
tage that no complicated and costly changes in the construc 
tion of the Weapon 1 have to be made. Furthermore, since said 
sWitch 3 can be integrated into the safety means 2 user of 
Weapons do not have to change their habits, that means a 
“Handsfree Operation” is possible. Furthermore, the safety 
means 2 can be actuated as long as the sWitch 3 is actuated. 

In alternative embodiments of the invention instead of the 
sWitch 3 any other device can be provided Which is suitable to 
be actuated by a hand of the user When the user is holding the 
grip of the Weapon. For example a sensor can be provided 
Which is “actuated” When it determines that a user takes the 
grip of the Weapon in his hand. The sensor is preferably an 
optical sensor and/ or a pressure sensitive sensor and/ or a 
capacitive sensor and/or a resistance sensor. 

In the folloWing, the present invention Will be described 
exemplary based on the sWitch 3 as one possibility among 
other possibilities to actuate the safety means 2. 

With reference to FIG. 2 the present invention Will be 
explained in more detail. 

First of all, the Weapon 1 disclosed in FIGS. 1 and 2 is a 
hand gun. HoWever, Within the scope of the invention the 
Weapon can be also any similar ?rearm such as a ri?e or a 
rapid ?ring assault Weapon etc. 
As disclosed in FIGS. 1 and 2 the Weapon 1 comprises a 

sWitch 3 Which is located at the grip 7 of the Weapon. The 
sWitch 3 can be preferably actuated by the users eminences of 
hand 5 as disclosed in FIG. 1. As pointed out before any other 
device can be provided instead of the sWitch 3 Which is 
suitable to be actuated by a hand of the user When the user is 
holding the grip of the Weapon to actuate the safety means 2. 

The sWitch 3 Which is actuated by the users eminences of 
hand 5 as disclosed in FIG. 1 has the function in Weapons 
knoWn in the art to release the protection of the Weapon When 
actuated. This prevents an unintentional ?ring of the Weapon. 

In the present invention the sWitch 3 is part of the safety 
means 2. Said safety means 2 emits a Wireless request signal 
When being activated by a hand of the user When the hand is 
holding the grip 7 of the Weapon 1. In the present case the 
safety means 2 is actuated by actuating the sWitch 3. Prefer 
ably the safety means 2 comprises a sensor 4 to sense When 
the sWitch 3 is actuated. It is clear to a person skilled in the art 
that the sWitch can be located at any position on the Weapon 
Which is suitable so that the sWitch can be actuated by a hand 
of the user When the user is holding the grip of the Weapon. 

The request signal of the safety means 2 is received by a 
transponder 9. 

Depending on the ?eld in Which the transponder 9 is used 
the transponder can be adapted to be carried by an authoriZed 
user of the Weapon as shoWn in FIG. 2 or as an alternative the 
transponder 9 can be installed in an area Where one or more 

users of a Weapon is alloWed to use the Weapon, eg in a 
shooting stand. This has the advantage that a localiZation can 
be achieved by an installation of one or more transponder 
stations at ?xed positions eg in a ri?emen’s club-house. 
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4 
In case the transponder 9 receives the request signal from 

the safety means 2 the transponder 9 emits an authenticating 
signal to the safety means 2 in case the user is authoriZed to 
use said Weapon 1. The safety means 2 receives and further 
processes the authenticating signal from the transponder 9 to 
permit ?ring of the Weapon 1 by the user in case the authen 
ticating signal from the transponder 9 authenticates an autho 
riZed user. 

In an embodiment of the invention, the safety means 2 
comprises an electronic control unit 6 to control a blocking 
mechanism or a blocking unit 8 of the Weapon. When the 
safety means 2 receives the authenticating signal from the 
transponder 9 said signal is processed in said electronic con 
trol unit 6 Which actuates the blocking unit 8 to release the 
protection of the Weapon in case a user is identi?ed as autho 
riZed thereto. 

In case the user of the Weapon 1 is not authoriZed, the 
transponder 9 emits no signal or a signal Which does not 
authenticate the user as authoriZed. In the latter case the safety 
means 2 Which has received the signal from the transponder 9 
recogniZes that the signal is not an authenticating signal and 
therefore does not communicate to the blocking unit 8 of the 
Weapon to release protection of the Weapon or does even 
block the safety means in the Weapon e. g. for a given period 
of time. 

In an alternative embodiment the transponder 9 does not 
send a signal in case a user is not authoriZed. Thus the Weapon 
1 remains blocked since the safety means 2 do not receive an 
authenticating signal from the transponder 9. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention the safety 
means and the transponder 9 communicates With each other 
by a bidirectional Wireless signal transmission Which is more 
preferably based on a challenge response algorithm. This has 
the advantage that the reliability of the identi?cation can be 
further improved. 

Furthermore, by including the sWitch 3 Which is actuated 
by the eminences of hand to release the protection of the 
Weapon in the safety means 2 no complicated construction is 
necessary to actuate the safety means 2 to emit a Wireless 
request signal. In particular, the interface betWeen the Weapon 
1 and the transponder 9 can be provided Within a Wide range, 
since the construction of the Weapon 1 does not have to be 
changed essentially. Thus production costs and development 
costs can be reduced signi?cantly. 

In a further embodiment the safety means 2 is actuated as 
long as the sWitch 3 is actuated. That means in other Words 
that the sWitch 3 is alWays actuated during the period of time 
the Weapon 1 is used for ?ring. In case the sWitch 3 is released 
the Weapon 1 is preferably blocked. To use the Weapon again 
for ?ring the sWitch 3 has to be actuated so that the safety 
means 2 emits a neW Wireless request signal to the transpon 
der 9. As described above, upon receipt of an authenticating 
signal from the transponder 9 the safety means 2 permits 
?ring of the Weapon by the user by operating the blocking unit 
8. 

In an embodiment of the invention the transponder 9 com 
prises a biometric sensor for example a ?ngerprint sensor to 
identify an authoriZed user before the transponder 9 is acti 
vated for a given period of time to emit an authenticating 
signal. This has the advantage that the security can be further 
improved since an unauthoriZed user cannot activate the tran 
sponder 9 to emit an authenticating signal. Furthermore, addi 
tional security features can be integrated in the transponder 9 
such as eg the biometric sensor described above to verify if 
a user of the transponder 9 is authoriZed thereto etc. Without 
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the necessity of changing the construction of the Weapon. 
Some other additional security features Will be described in 
the following. 
As an alternative to the biometric sensor or in addition 

thereto, the transponder 9 can be provided With a key (keys) to 
enter a personal code(s) (eg a PIN-code) for identifying an 
authorized user before the transponder 9 is activated to emit 
an authentication signal. It is clear that the invention is not 
limited to the biometric sensor and the keys for entering a 
code(s) to identify an authorized user(s) of the transponder. 
Any other sensors or devices suitable to identify an autho 
rized user are Within the scope of the invention. 

The transponder 9 can be further con?gured to provide an 
authenticating signal Within a certain range of eg approxi 
mately 20 cm to 1.5 m and preferably approximately 80 cm. 
This is advantageous for example When the transponder 9 has 
a ?xed position eg in a shooting stand in Which the transpon 
der 9 is used to activate a Weapon (Weapons) therein. This 
alloWs eg that a transponder 9 can be located or Worn in a 
protected area in Which the transponder 9 is protected eg 
from being damaged or from attempts of manipulation etc. so 
that the transponder 9 can be activated and emit an authenti 
cating signal to the safety means 2 of the Weapon 1 eg 
outside said protected area. It is clear that the range in Which 
the transponder 9 is con?gured to provide an authenticating 
signal can be varied depending on the ?eld for Which the 
transponder is used. That means that the invention is not 
limited to the range as mentioned above but can also provide 
a range considerably larger or smaller. 
As mentioned before the transponder 9 can be adapted to be 

carried or Worn by a user eg on the body, in a pocket or as a 

ring or a bracelet etc. As an alternative the transponder 9 can 
be also adapted to be mounted eg in an area for using Weap 
ons such as eg a shooting stand or in a private area or in a 
particular protected area. Preferably the Weapon 1 can be ?red 
as long as the sWitch 3 is actuated by the eminences of the 
hand of the user. 

In an embodiment of the invention the transponder 9 can be 
con?gured to be used for different users of the Weapon of the 
safety device. This has the advantage that one transponder 9 
can be used for different users of a Weapon 1. 

The transponder 9 and/or the safety means 2 correspond 
With each other and/ or are programmable in order to autho 
rize a user or a group of users. The transponder 9 and/ or the 
safety means 2 communicate With each other and/or are pro 
grammable on a Wireless basis, based on a bidirectional Wire 
less signal transmission. The signal transmission is based on 
a Challenge response algorithm, With a magnetic frequency 
of approximately 2.5 kHz or by Bluetooth® Wireless com 
munication technology for exchanging data over short dis 
tances interfaces. 

In a further embodiment of the invention different tran 
sponders 9 can be used for different users of the Weapon of the 
safety device. This has the advantage that the Weapon 1 can be 
actuated by different users having their oWn transponder 9. 

In a further embodiment of the invention, the request signal 
and/or the authenticating signal can be communicated by a 
magnetic frequency of approximately 25 kHz. 

Furthermore, the safety means 2 of the invention can be 
adapted to permit ?ring of the Weapon 1 under certain con 
ditions once the safety means 2 has received an authenticating 
signal from an authorized user. The safety means 2 can permit 
?ring of the Weapon 1 as mentioned above during the period 
of time the sWitch 3 is actuated. 
As an alternative or in addition the safety device can permit 

?ring of the Weapon 1, eg for a given number of shoots 
and/ or for a given period of time and/or in a certain transmit 
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6 
ting range Which must not be left by the user (eg a range of 
preferably approximately 80 cm When the transponder is not 
installed at a ?xed position and a range up to 1.5 min case the 
transponder is located at a ?xed position). Preferably the 
given period of time and/or number of shots can be varied for 
different transponders 9 of different users of the Weapon. 
More preferably, the past activity of the Weapon 1 can be 

documented. In this case, the safety means 2 can be regularly 
interrogated or inquired in case eg the sWitch 3 is actuated. 

Further, the activities of the transponder 9 and/ or the safety 
means 2 are preferably lodged and readable by a computer. 
This has the advantage that the activities of the Weapon can be 
reconstructed and eg directly stored in the computer similar 
to a black box in airplanes. 

Moreover, the transponder 9 can be adapted to also com 
municate With a compartment for Weapons, such as a locker, 
in order to give an authorized person access to the compart 
ment. This has the advantage, that the transponder 9 can be 
also used to prevent that an unauthorized user can open the 
compartment for Weapons. 

In an embodiment of the invention the safety device com 
prises a safety disconnector. Said safety disconnector is 
adapted to deactivate the transponder 9 and/ or the safety 
means 2 in case of an emergency so that a user cannot ?re the 

Weapon 1. 
According to the invention the safety disconnector is pref 

erably provided at the transponder. This has the advantage, 
that in case the Weapon 1 has been stolen the authorized user 
can prevent that another person can assault him With his oWn 
Weapon by actuating the safety disconnector of the transpon 
der to deactivate the safety means 2 of the Weapon, so that no 
?ring of the Weapon is permitted. Further the transponder can 
be also deactivated by the safety disconnector, so that an 
unauthorized user cannot make use of the transponder. 

It is obvious for the person skilled in the art that the present 
invention is not limited by What has been particularly shoWn 
and described hereinabove. Rather the scope of the present 
invention includes both combinations and sub-combinations 
of the features described hereinabove as Well as modi?cations 
and variations thereof Which Would occur to a person skilled 
in the art upon reading the foregoing description and Which 
are not in the prior art. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. Safety device for a hand-held Weapon comprising: 
(a) a transponder for authenticating at least one authorized 
Weapon user carrying or Wearing the transponder or for 
authenticating an alloWed area for using the Weapon, 

(b) Wherein the transponder is formed as a relatively small 
device to be constantly carried or Worn by the user and is 
con?gured to emit a Wirelessly crypti?ed authenticating 
signal; 

(c) Wherein the transponder further comprises a sWitch for 
activating the transponder for a given period of time for 
emitting the authenticating signal and comprises a bio 
metric sensor, for identifying an authorized user before 
activating the transponder, 

(d) a safety means for a grip of the Weapon Which is con 
?gured to be necessarily activated by a hand of the user 
When the hand is holding the grip of the Weapon and 
Which upon activation emits a Wireless request signal, 

(e) Wherein the transponder is con?gured to emit the 
authenticating signal upon receipt of the request signal 
from the safety means, 

(f) Wherein the safety means is further con?gured to 
receive and process the authenticating signal from the 
transponder; and 
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(g) wherein the safety means is con?gured to only permit 
?ring of the Weapon by the user upon receipt of an 
authenticating signal from the transponder authenticat 
ing an authorized user, Wherein the safety device is con 
?gured to permit ?ring of the Weapon for a given number 
of shots or for a given period of time once the safety 
means has received an authenticating signal from an 
authorized user. 

2. Safety device according to claim 1, Wherein the safety 
means and the transponder communicate With each other 
Wirelessly, by a bidirectional Wireless signal transmission. 

3. Safety device according to claim 2, Wherein the signal 
transmission is based on a Challenge response algorithm, 
With a magnetic frequency of approximately 25 kHz or via 
Bluetooth® Wireless communication technology interfaces. 

4. Safety device according to claim 1, Wherein the safety 
means comprises a sWitch Which is located on the Weapon so 
that the safety means can be actuated by a hand of the user 
When the hand is holding the grip of the Weapon. 

5. Safety device according to claim 4, Wherein the sWitch is 
situated to be essentially actuated by the Wearer’ s eminences 
of hand. 

6. Safety device according to claim 4, Wherein the safety 
means is actuated When the sWitch is actuated and deactivated 
When the sWitch is deactivated. 

7. Safety device according to claim 4, Wherein the device is 
regularly interrogated or inquired in case the sWitch is actu 
ated. 

8. Safety device according to claim 1, Wherein the safety 
means comprises at least one sensor, of the group consisting 
of an optical sensor, a pressure sensitive sensor, a capacitive 
sensor and a resistance sensor, Which is located on the Weapon 
so that the sensor can be actuated by a hand of the user When 
the hand is holding the grip of the Weapon. 

9. Safety device according to claim 8, Wherein the safety 
means is actuated When the sensor is actuated and deactivated 
When the sensor is deactivated. 

10. Safety device according to claim 8, Wherein the device 
is regularly interrogated or inquired in case the sensor is 
actuated by a hand of the user When the hand of the user is 
holding the grip of the Weapon. 

11. Safety device according to claim 1, Wherein the tran 
sponder comprises keys for entering a personal code for iden 
tifying an authorized user before activating the transponder a 
given period of time for emitting the authentication signal. 

12. Safety device according to claim 1, Wherein the tran 
sponder can be con?gured to provide an authenticating signal 
Within a range of approximately 20 cm to 1.5 m. 

13. Safety device according to claim 1, Wherein a different 
transponder can be used for a different user of the safety 
device. 
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14. Safety device according to claim 1, Wherein the period 

of time can be varied for a different transponder of different a 
user of the safety device. 

15. Safety device according to claim 1, Wherein the tran 
sponder is con?gured to also communicate With a compart 
ment for Weapons, in order to give an authorized person 
access to the compartment. 

16. Safety device according to claim 1, Wherein the tran 
sponder and/or the safety means is programmable in order to 
authorize a user or a group of users. 

17. Safety device according to claim 16, Wherein the safety 
means is programmable Wirelessly. 

18. Safety device according to claim 1, Wherein the request 
signal and/ or the authenticating signal are communicated 
Wirelessly. 

19. Safety device according to claim 1, comprising a safety 
disconnector Which is con?gured to deactivate the transpon 
der and/ or the safety means in case of an emergency, so that a 
user cannot ?re the Weapon. 

20. Safety device according to claim 1, Wherein activities 
of the transponder and/ or the safety means is logged and 
readable by a computer. 

21. Method for securing a hand-held Weapon, particularly 
for operating a safety device according to claim 1 comprising: 

(a) providing a transponder Which is con?gured to be con 
stantly carried or Worn by a user and Which is a con?g 
ured to emit a Wirelessly crypti?ed authenticating signal 
Which authenticates at least one authorized Weapon user 
or authenticates an alloWed area for using the Weapon, 
Wherein the transponder is further con?gured to be acti 
vated for a given period of time for emitting the authen 
ticating signal and Wherein the transponder is con?gured 
to identify an authorized user before being activated, 

(b) activating a safety means for a grip of the Weapon by a 
hand of the user When the hand is holding the grip of the 
Weapon and emitting upon activation a Wireless request 
signal by the safety means, 

(c) emitting the authenticating signal by the transponder 
upon receipt of the request signal from the safety means, 

(d) Wherein the safety means is further con?gured to 
receive and process the authenticating signal from the 
transponder; and 

(e) Wherein the safety means is con?gured to only permit 
?ring of the Weapon by the user upon receipt of an 
authenticating signal from the transponder authenticat 
ing an authorized user, Wherein the safety device is con 
?gured to permit ?ring of the Weapon for a given number 
of shots or for a given period of time once the safety 
means has received the authenticating signal from the 
authorized user. 

22. Safety device according to claim 1, Wherein the bio 
metric sensor is a ?ngerprint sensor. 

* * * * * 


